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TILAK MAHARASHTRA VIDYAPEETH, PUNE 

B.A. LL.B. 
EXAMINATION:  NOVEMBER 2016  

FIRST SEMESTER 
Sub.: General English – I (BLW - 1001) 

Date : 22/11/2016 Total Marks :  60 Time: 10.00 am to 12.30 pm 
Instructions:  All questions are compulsory.  
Q. 1. (A) Transform the following as directed.   (4) 

 i) We should use the mobile phone wisely.(Make Passive)  
 ii)  The aeroplane makes travel rapid and easy.(Make Passive)  

 iii) Fruit is a rich source of vitamins & minerals, ……..? (Use the Appropriate Question 
Tag) 

 

 iv)  My friend ………. to the USA for higher studies last week. (went, was going, has 
gone) (Rewrite using the appropriate tense form of the verb.) 

 

   
         (B) Correct the following sentences. (2) 
 i) The office is closed today?   
 ii) Shallow water make much noise.  

   
(C) Turn the following into the Reported Speech.   (4) 

 i)   The Chief Guest said, "I am glad to be here this evening."   
 ii)  The teacher said,” Water boils at 100 degrees centigrade.”  
 iii) The policeman said,” You will get the chance to explain your point in the court.”  

 iv) The lawyer said to the witness,” Since when do you know the accused ?”  
   
Q. 2. (A) Analyze the following sentences.  (3) 
 i) Although a lawyer must do his best for his client, he must not transgress the principles 

of truth and justice. 
 

 ii)  In the early morning the mind is fresh and no sounds or noises disturb our attention.  
   
 (B) Do as directed.  (2) 
 i) He did not return the goods. He did not pay the bill.(Combine into a Compound 

Sentence) 
 

 ii I must avoid eating high calorie food. I want to reduce my weight.( Combine into a 
Simple  Sentence) 

 

   
(C) Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given at the end. (10) 
 Most of us are familiar with the famous proverb," Time and tide waits for no 

one."This is true. The reason is if you lose a minute, you are not going to retrieve it again. 
One of the most important commodities that can never be bought in a supermarket is 
"TIME". Why is time management so important? Time is limited and scarce. All will 
agree that each individual has the same number of hours at his disposal. However we find  
many people complaining about lack of time while others are managing their time pretty 
well. 

 

 For efficient time management it is important to set priorities and meet deadlines. 
When you start prioritizing things, you would notice that there is enough time for crucial 
activities in life. Make it a point to list things you need to do. Priority is the key word. 
Your list should establish priority by listing the most important to the least important. 
After each task is over, mark it off. This can keep you focused on what you need to do. 
            In studies, notes should be reviewed everyday so that when exam time comes 
around you won’t fall victim to cramming or the all night syndrome. Do not waste time 
over nothing. Have you ever encountered a time when you used up all your time just 
thinking and driving yourself crazy with bad thoughts? When you overcame that stage, 
did any good result from it? Learn how to become more productive. Keep everything in 
perspective. In your goal setting stage, you may have included goals that you think you  
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can achieve but are too difficult to do so in reality. While it is okay to set seemingly high     
goals, do not try to overdo them. Try  to set realistic and reachable goals. No one is 
perfect. Time management plans should be open to change when the situation calls for it. 

 Questions :  
 1)  Why is time management very important? (2) 
 2)  What is the writer’s suggestion for efficient time management? (2) 
 3)  How can a student be more productive? (2) 
 4)  How should our goals be? (2) 
 5)  Write whether the following statements are True or False. 

i)   Perfect time management is an impossible thing.. 
ii)  Regularity in studies is a key to good time management 

(2) 

   
Q. 3. (A) Use the following phrases in your own sentences.  (5) 
 i.  To try one's best       ii. To be good at (something)                
 iii. To have a thick skin                   iv. Of course          
 v. To disagree with            
   
 (B) Explain the meaning of the following legal terms.  (5) 
 i) Major        ii. Posthumous           iii. Verbatim      iv. Agenda      v. Legacy  
   
 (C) Write a paragraph of 10-15 lines on any one of the following topics.  (10) 
 i. The Clean India Mission  
 ii. My Favorite Pass-time  
 iii.  Half an Hour in the Canteen  
   
Q. 4. Write a précis of the following passage and suggest a suitable title for the same. (10) 
            The greatest of all the qualities in a sportsman is the quality of his having a 

sportsman’s spirit. He learns how to win with grace and also lose with cheer. He learns 
the hard fact of any game (even of life) that once he sets to play, there is 50% chance of 
winning and of course 50%of losing too. So he is always prepared to face the hardships of 
losing a game. He never becomes proud after a victory nor does he ever feel disappointed 
after a loss in a game. This is because if he is a winner once, he may be the loser next time 
and also if he is a loser this time he may win the next time. He learns by being a 
sportsman that ,winning and losing are never a permanent feature for any one and that is 
why he maintains a balance of behavior in every situation .This understanding of the spirit 
of a game makes a sportsman a little different from others. For human as we all are, we 
naturally become proud of victories and ashamed of our defeats, but ,this is all together 
different in a sportsman, as he learns the rules of the game that there is no reason to be 
proud or ashamed, for situations keep changing for all. He realizes that victory and defeat 
are the two sides of the same coin.  

 

 OR  
 Translate the following paragraph into Marathi. 

            The great problem of the present day, which faces all of us in our highly civilized 
and artificial society, is how to be successful in our business and social lives without 
sacrificing our youth and health. It is unfortunately true that many successful businessmen 
(and women too) will go to infinite trouble and expense to perfect the machinery of their 
businesses and yet completely ignore the fact that the' machinery ' of their individual 
bodies needs care and attention. And the day of reckoning comes when often in their 
moments of greatest triumph when the highest peak of success has been achieved, that 
collapse occurs. How often we read that a prominent man has been advised by the doctor 
to have a complete rest!   

 

Q. 5. Write a letter to the Rector of your Hostel complaining to him/her regarding the nuisance 
caused by the behaviour of the inmates in the next room.  

(5) 

 OR  
 Write a letter to the owner of your flat seeking extension of the lease of the flat occupied    

by you. 
 

  _____________________ 


